This paper is concerned with using the E-Bayesian method for computing estimates for the parameter and reliability function of the Exponential distribution based on a set of upper record statistics values. The estimates are derived based on a conjugate prior for the scale parameter and squared error loss function. A comparisons between the new method and the corresponding Bayes technique are made using the Monte Carlo simulation.
INTRODUCTION
Let X 1 , X 2 , ⋯ be a sequence of identically independent distribution (iid) random variables with probability density function (pdf) f (x). For n ≥ 1, define
The sequence {X U n } ({U n }) is known as upper record statistics (record times). These statistics are of interest and important in several reallife problems involving weather, economics and sports data. The statistical study of record values started with Chandler [1] has now spread in different directions. For more details and applications in the record values, see Ahsanullah [2] and Arnold et al. [3] .
Consider the one-parameter exponential (Exp ( )) distribution with pdf
and the reliability function
The exponential distribution plays an important role in life testing problems. A great deal of research has been done on estimating the parameters of the exponential distribution using both classical and Bayesian techniques, and a very good summary of this work can be found in Johnson et al. [4] . There are also some papers on estimation and prediction for exponential parameters based on record and censored samples. See, for example, Balasubramanian and Balakrishnan [5] , Chandrasekar et al. [6] , and Ahmadi et al. [7] and references therein. Soliman [8] obtained the Bayes estimates using the symmetric (squared error) loss function.
BAYESIAN ESTIMATION
Suppose we observe n upper record values X U 1 = x 1 , X U 2 = x 2 , … , X U n = x n from Exp( ) distribution with pdf given by (1) . The likelihood function (LF) can be written as
where x = (x 1 , x 2 , … , x n ) and h (.) is the hazard function corresponding to the pdf f (.). It follows, from (1), (2) and (3), that
We use the following gamma conjugate prior density for the parameter
where > 0 and > 0. This prior was first used by Papadopoulos [9] . The posterior density of given x can be obtained from (4) and (5) and written as
Under the squared error loss function, the Bayes estimate of can be shown to bê
For more details about the squared error loss function, see, for example, Soliman [8] .
The Bayes estimate of the reliability, R BS , based on the squared error loss function is obtained from (2) and (6) aŝ
E-BAYESIAN ESTIMATION
According to Han [10] , the prior parameters and should be selected to guarantee that g
Note that > 0, > 0, and > 0, it follows 0 < < 1, > 0 due to dg ( | , ) < 0, and therefore g ( | , ) is a decreasing function of .
Assuming that and are independent with bivariate density function
then, the E-Bayesian estimate of (expectation of the Bayesian estimate of ) can be written aŝ
where is the domain of and ,̂B ( , ) is the Bayes estimate of given by (8) . For more details, see [11 15 ].
E-Bayesian Estimation for
E-Bayesian estimation of is obtained based on three different distributions of the hyperparameters and . These distributions are used to investigate the influence of the different prior distributions on the E-Bayesian estimation of .
The following distributions of and may be used
where B (u, v) is the beta function. For 1 ( , ), the E-Bayesian estimate of is obtained from (8) and (12) aŝ
Similarly, the E-Bayesian estimates of based on 2 ( , ) and 3 ( , ) are computed and given, respectively, bŷ
E-Bayesian Estimation for the Reliability
Based on the squared error loss function, the E-Bayesian estimates of the reliability function is computed for the three different distributions of the hyperparameters and given by (12) . For 1 (a, b), the E-Bayesian estimate of the reliability is obtained from (9), (11) and (12) aŝ
where, F 1∶1 (., .; .) is the generalized hypergeometric function [see Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [16] (formula 3.383 (1))]. Similarly, the E-Bayesian estimates of the reliability based on 2 (a, b) and 3 (a, b) are computed and given, respectively, bŷ
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The integrals in (16) , (17) and (18) can not be computed analytically in simple closed forms and numerical computations must be used for computing the E-Bayesian estimates of the reliability functions based on squared error loss function. The Maple TM 12 is used for the numerical computations.
PROPERTIES OF E-BAYESIAN ESTIMATION
Now we discuss the relations amonĝE BSi (i = 1, 2, 3) and the relations betweenR EBSi (i = 1, 2, 3).
Relations amonĝE
3) be given by (13) , (14) and (15) then
ii. lim
Proof. See Appendix A.
Relations amongR
3) be given by (16), (17) and (18) then
Remark. From (16), (17) and (18), we havê
we note that, this integral may not be computed analytically, therefore, we have solved it numerically using Maple TM 12. The numerical results show that this integral usually positive. It follows that
MONTE-CARLO SIMULATION AND COMPARISONS
In this section, a Monte Carlo simulation is used for a comparison of the Bayes and E-Bayes techniques of estimation. The following steps are considered:
• For given values of the prior parameters (u, v) and (0, s) we generate and from the beta and uniform priors (12), respectively.
• For given values of ( , ) we generate from the gamma prior density (5) .
• For known values of , an upper record sample of size n is then generated from the density of the Exp( ) distribution defined by (1) using the transformation:
where U i is the uniformly distributed random variate. The sequence of record values was generated as follows: (i) Generate the 1st value and record it as the first record value. (ii) Generate the 2nd value, if it is greater than the previous, then record it as the 2nd record value, if not generate another value and so on. The codes of Maple 12 are used to generate from the gamma, beta and uniform distributions.
• Based on the squared loss function, the estimateŝB S ,̂E BS1 ,̂E BS2 and̂E BS3 of are computed from (8), (13) , (14) and (15) .
• Based on the squared loss function, the estimatesR BS ,R EBS1 ,R EBS2 andR EBS3 of R are computed from (9), (16) , (17) and (18).
• The quantities (̂− ) 2 are computed wherêstands for an estimate of .
• The above steps are repeated 1000 times and the estimated risks (ER) of the estimates are computed by averaging the squared deviations over 1000 repetitions:
• The computational results are displayed in Tables 1 and 2.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, E-Bayes and Bayes methods are used for estimating the parameter and the reliability function of the exponential distribution based on record statistics. The Monte-Carlo simulation and comparisons are used for computing E-Bayes and Bayes estimates. We will present the conclusions in the following points:
a. Generally, the ER of the E-Bayes estimate of and R are the smallest ERs. On the other hand, the ER of the E-Bayes estimates of and R based on the squared loss function are less than the ER of their corresponding Bayes estimates.
b. It has been noticed, from Tables 1 and 2, that the E-Bayes estimates, in most cases, tend to be more efficient than the Bayes estimates in the sense of having smaller ERs of the estimates. Also, the ERs of the estimates increases as n increases and the E-Bayes estimates have the smallest ERs as compared with their corresponding Bayes estimates. By increasing n, the computations in Tables 1 and 2 show that the E-Bayes estimates (based on squared error loss) are better than the Bayes in the sense of comparing the ERs of the estimates.
c. The author suggest take beta and uniform distribution as the priors of the hyperparameters and , respectively. The work in this paper showed that the E-Bayesian estimation method is both efficient and easy to perform. i. From (13) , (14) and (15), we havê 
)
= 0.
That is, lim x n →∞̂EBS1 = lim x n →∞̂EBS2 = lim x n →∞̂EBS3 . Thus, the proof is complete. That is, lim x n →∞R EBS1 = lim x n →∞R EBS2 = lim x n →∞R EBS3 . Thus, the proof is complete.
